
Abstract of the Paper:

The Artificial Intelligences is a

golden era of the 21st century where

all the people connect with their smart

phones and these smart phones have

the soft AI such as Appl’s Suri and

googles assistants, we are so much in

peace and ease with these high tech.

that we don’t even realize what kind

of future we are creating for our

self’s. We are always captivated by

the AI work, which is now a days

replacing some particular kinds of

jobs or the right way to say it

‘Stealing’ our jobs. AI are becoming

more Humanoid, they are learning

cognitive behaviors, emotions human

values etc. But what if they can actu-

ally learn the Importance of the

Human Rights, Human values? can

they? 

The Meaning of Artificial

Intelligences: Artificial intelligence

(AI) is the simulation of human intel-

ligence processes by machines, espe-

cially computer systems. These

processes include learning (the acqui-

sition of information and rules for

using the information), reasoning

(using rules to reach approximate or

definite conclusions) and self-correc-

tion, this meaning gives them the

fuller meaning. AI is getting more and

more Data these Data is used to create

more accurate Algorithms, the better

these Algorithms AI services will be

more and more helpful. In social work

field where it’s have core elements

like the Human Rights, values. can

AI provide such enabling to the

needy? Is it possible for AI to have

Intuition like Humans to perform a

jobs like Social worker’s do? This

paper discuss these impacts of the AI

on Individuals and on society, with

the social work perspective. 
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Impact of Artificial 
Intelligence on society 

individually and collectively, 
in social work perspective.
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